In the car and when travelling
Placed in the car, ANSALA IERADONNA ® creates a protective shield around
the vehicle and brings with it an atmosphere of relaxation and concentration.
When traveling, especially by plane, the symbol harmonizes body and mind as it
balances out all radical and harmful interferences of high speed and radiation of
high altitude. This causes our energy field to calm down, and reduces stress.
The Symbol can be placed on any hand luggage that we keep close to us during
the whole journey or alternatively worn as a necklace or pin.

ANSALA
IERADONNA

®

Animals
Placed on a collar or halter ANSALA IERADONNA ® harmonizes the body
and soul of our domestic and farm animals. Placed on feeding and watering dishes it changes the information of food and water and improves its quality.
Plants
As plants feed directly from sunlight, ANSALA IER ADONNA ® influences
them in a direct way. The Power of the symbol supports the plant to flourish
better. It can be placed on the watering can, plant pot or vase. Seeds should be
placed on the symbol for 24 hours.
ANSALA IER ADONNA ®
has the power to reinforce the self-healing powers of all living beings on this
planet, because its force emanates straight from the sun’s heart. The symbol
works through itself and does not need to be activated.
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straight from the sun’s heart

ANSALA IERADONNA
is a pentagram shaped symbol which is filled with cosmic, universal energy, real
creative energy. This energy is the ray of ANSALA, coming straight from the
sun’s heart. This creative energy from the sun’s heart is able to transform the
energy field of our bodies and restore health within each cell.

The ray of ANSALA gives our energy field and our body with all its cells a
particular bright frequency and therefore a special vibrancy. By using this energy,
coming straight from the sun’s heart, we can feel its profound love and its
powerful light. It enables health, vitality and strength on all levels of our BEING.

The power of ANSALA IERADONNA ® is such that it can transform any kind
of frequency or radiation so that it has positive effects on our body and our
energy field.

HOW TO USE ANSALA IERADONNA ®

The science of microbiology has revealed that we do not use the biggest part
of our DNA but also that this condition has started to change increasingly. We
notice these changes because we are capable of entering spiritual levels of a much
higher frequency. Thereby we develop deeper emotions, better intuition and
greater sensitivity. More and more we are able to read thoughts.
Also, we prefer food that is full of vitality and has a much higher frequency rather
than consuming ‘dead food’, which we become increasingly sensitive to.
Through this increase of frequency, it is both possible and necessary to use
energy-(symbols) that oscillate at a much higher frequency in order to allow
for optimal transformation processes. Of all the cosmic energies in our system,
the energy of the sun is the most powerful. Only the sun can create life on our
planet.
The sun‘s power and activity are constantly changing and it affects our BEING.
Our brain, mind and DNA are the strongest recipients in the human body. The
pineal gland (lat. epiphysis cerebri) is equipped with light-sensitive cells, which
react especially to the healing frequency of the sun.

Worn on the body
the symbol transforms the strain caused by the increase of vibrations so that
they positively affect our body and energy field. In addition, it strengthens our
protection against all harmful vibrations and radiations. Its coding allows us to
detect manipulation easier and helps us to evade them more easily. Therefore,
it is especially important for children and animals, because they are particularly
sensitive.
At home
To transform and harmonize any negative and harmful interferences we are
exposed to the ANSALA IERADONNA ® can be placed on windows and
doors of our homes. It can also be used in barns, dog kennels and any housing
for our domestic and farm animals. For protection against electro smog and
other interferences the symbol can be placed on the bed and will bring a more
restful sleep. Placed on the fridge and in the pantry, it harmonizes and informs
our food. Likewise it suppresses the negative effect of EAN codes (barcodes).
Suppressing interferences from technical devices
Place the symbol on mobile phones, computers, laptops, screens, TVs, fuse boxes,
transmitter masts and all devices that produce and conduct electricity.
Purifying and energizing of water
Attached to water jars it harmonizes water and provides it with information.
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